
WE ARE MISSING YOU!
Social distancing does not have to mean social

isolation...

WOW - who would think it is more than 3 months since we were last at the

hub offering what was our last ever Friday drop in session before the world

went into lockdown!

So much has happened for everyone and our children and their families

have had many challenges.  Lots of people have been surprised and

although to begin with the idea of major changes and being very limited

with what we would be able to do seemed scary, many began to realise just

how secure our own safe spaces could feel.  In fact if anything this

experience has given people just a slight glimpse of what it could be like to

live with autism, where changes can cause anxiety.

Take a look further to find out about what has been happening with Little

Heroes during lockdown and what our plans are as the world starts to

discover our new form of "normal" whatever this may be...

J U L Y  2 0 2 0  N EW S L E T T E R

Little Heroes ASD 
Support Group



Knowing that times are tough for all – physically, mentally and financially the team wanted to bring

some hope back to the families they support.  We approached The Southend Scope Local People

Project and was successful in receiving funding to supply 140 packages.  Little did we know this was

going to be the first project of many as no one really knew what the future of lockdown could hold. 

Sourcing items that was suitable, available delivery in a reasonable timescale and not over priced was

a challenge within itself.  It took a lot of time and preparation, but at the same time it gave volunteers

a task and something positive to think about.  The team sourced, co-ordinated and prepared  over 150

Thinking of You Packs in the end, consisting of family care packages including some household basics

and treats, children activity packs, food parcels and even tablet packages which came complete with

12 months internet.  These have been delivered to over 90 households as the group tried their best to

stretch out what they had available to them as far as possible.  

Even more households received inspirational cards in the weeks that followed, as we wanted everyone

to know self isolation does not have to mean social isolation and no one should ever truly be alone. 

 Kim,  our Co-Founder of the group said "The response from families has been truly over whelming,

every pack was hand delivered by one of our many volunteers in a non contact form.  Volunteers were

supplied with all the hygiene basics including gloves and masks.  What we thought would be an

afternoon of deliveries ended up being days as families often appeared at their doorway and

conversations were had from afar.  From experience we understand the impact of talking to someone

who understands and can honestly empathise with your situation, has for families of children with

additional needs, this was echoed on these deliveries with many families feeding back that their

doorstep drops had changed the whole dynamics of their household that day and even week.  We

hope these packs will continue to keep giving to the families and remind them they are not alone." 

WHATS BEEN HAPPENING



We had plenty planned for 2020,

many of the activities were our

favourites including private soft

play sessions, inflatable parties,

gaming sessions, trampolining

etc.  We also had a variety of new

options available as we continue

to work with families to be able

to provide what families need to

help develop their children

further and give them exciting

opportunities so no one ever has

to feel as though they are missing

out.

We knew we had to approach

2020 differently, so we explored

what activities could be brought

into our families homes by the

virtual option of Zoom.

We appreciate how

challenging it is to keep

children entertained,

especially when parents

and carers still have the

normal everyday tasks to

complete.  Add in home

schooling and people

working from home!

Little Heroes ASD Support

Group would normally offer

a range of children's

activities throughout the

school holidays ensuring

there was something

suitable for our vast age

ranges.

After a few trial sessions, we

managed to secure some funding

from A Better Start Southend to

ensure we could continue these

virtual activities and look at

developing them.  As always we

have a very good relationship with

the Thurrock Branch of the National

Autistic Society and between us

many conversations were had

around different activities and

suppliers.  From these discussions

we arranged circus and sensory

workshops.  In addition there were

bubble activities, music therapy, fun

parties and even more.

We hope that in the not too distant

future we can re-introduce these

into our physical activities.

Thank you to 
A Better Start

Southend 
for funding 8 of
these sessions 

VIRTUAL
ACTIVITIES FOR
OUR LITTLE
HEROES...



VIRTUAL SUPPORT FOR
PARENTS AND CARERS

Our families lifes can be challenging enough without the added addition

of lockdown!  Throughout term time prior to covid we would open our

door to the support hub every Friday from 10am to 2pm.  Everyone was

welcome without any restrictions.  As long as a parent or carer felt as

though there was a need, they were welcomed.  Here they had the

opportunity to speak with a range of people who all understood and was

in similar situations.  Children, family and friends were welcome too and

we would adapt to the needs of the individual.

Due to the restrictions we will need to organise a new way forward,

however meanwhile support and an understanding safe space is still

available to those that need it.

Support session are available every Friday from 11am via zoom, to

participate or for more information please email

littleheroes.asd@gmail.com.

 We had the lovely Julie Willis

provide a Happy confident

kids online workshop for Little

Heroes ASD Support. So

much fun with some brilliant

kids and their families

#confidence #superhero

#anxiety #coaching

#kidsmentalhealth

#mentalhealth



EVEN MORE
SUPPORT
FOR THE
PARENTS
AND
CARERS

We know how difficult it can be for parents and carers to get out and about, the volunteers,

friends and family of Little Heroes ASD Support Group has worked throughout the

lockdown period to constantly enable families, by ensuring as many people as possible can

benefit even if getting out is a challenge. Never Say Never.

During week 12 of lockdown we

knew from our constant

interactions with a range of

families that a little boost was

needed.  After discussion with

our friends at NAS we ordered

supplies to enable 60 refuel

pamper packs.

Random selection was made

from the details upon our

database.



FUNDRAISING IS ALWAYS A
CHALLENGE AT THE BEST
OF TIMES
With a little help from our family and friends we

know this year is going to be different.

Many fundraising events and activities have had to be cancelled.  The

Colourthon was a steady source of income and with 7 runners in the

London Vitality marathon you can only imagine the challenges ahead. 

 However families continue to support the group by a variety of ideas

including driveway pop up shops, Facebook fundraisers, sponsored

events and even online auctions.  We thank each and everyone of you for

what you do and appreciate all of your efforts.  Together we will achieve.

In addition Little Heroes ASD Support Group has been nominated for a

variety of awards - for that we are shocked and truly honoured - thank

you all.

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
The Ivory House Preschool monthly newsletter



NEXT?
Whats

As we plan our way forward, there is lots to consider.  We have worked with
families to source feedback about what they think would be right for them. 

 Collectively we have decided to attempt to take our virtual activities outside.

ON WEDNESDAY 22ND JULY WE HAVE A PICNIC ARRANGED IN A SAFE SECURE
PRIVATE OUTSIDE AREA.

You are in control, bring a picnic blanket, food and drink. 
 You decide where to sit and what you feel comfortable with.  

Contact us for more details and to book a space:
email littleheroes.asd@gmail.com



Times have been challenging for the Little

Heroes ASD Support Hub.  There has been a

lot to consider from day 1 of taking on the

keys as we appreciate we have to

accommodate for a vast array of challenges. 

 However during lockdown there has been

some small changes that we hope will get us

closer to making it as we need it to be.  There

are even more challenges to make it covid

proof, but as we say Never Say Never!!!

WATCH THIS SPACE
New art box project coming soon,

influenced by Southend artist John Bulley
TO FIND OUT MORE EMAIL LITTLEHEROES.ASD@GMAIL.COM,


